A CALL TO CAMERAS

Over the years, we've profiled dozens of outstanding turf managers—people like Murray Cook and Steve Wightman, people who "bleed green" for turf excellence. We work hard to capture not only the turf management techniques and philosophies these people use to succeed consistently, but who they are. We feel an obligation to tell their stories well.

Photographs are a big part of that "telling." Without them, profiles—and most articles—are incomplete. Its makes little sense for us to chronicle how someone manages an outstanding field without showing you photos of the field itself. These shots are usually taken and provided by the turf managers and superintendents themselves. And a number of them are pretty talented photographers!

But you don't have to be an expert photographer to take decent pictures—you don't have to spend a lot of money on equipment. You need only bring whatever camera you own to work and use it. If you don't own a camera, there are plenty of inexpensive models out there that do everything but put themselves back in the case. Photo gear has progressed to the point where amateurs can take "expert" shots without a life's worth of study, practice, and capital.

Even if you're not tapped for a magazine profile (and we could fill every issue until the year 2000 with nothing but profiles and still be a long way from spotlighting everyone deserving), it makes good sense to take pictures of your field in top condition, especially if you took over a field in decline and brought it back to life. A good set of "before and after" shots could come in handy during salary negotiations, or even job interviews.

Photographing your field is more than a possible career advancement tool. It's about pride in a job well done—about capturing a moment when everything clicked.

The efforts and sacrifice top-notch turf managers make to keep their fields in shape are astounding. Words alone cannot do them justice. If it's worth doing right, it's worth preserving on film.
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